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Sustainability Commitment 

DKV joins United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) 

 

Ratingen, 15.12.2020. The mobility service provider DKV Mobility recently joined the 

United Nations Global Compact (UNGC). As a United Nations initiative, the UNGC is 

the world's largest initiative for sustainable and responsible corporate governance. 

By joining, DKV commits to integrating ten universal sustainability principles in the 

areas of human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption into its corporate 

strategy and implementing them transparently in its daily business activities. 

 

"We are very pleased to be involved in the UNGC initiative. This goes beyond a 

signature on paper. We are once again committing to our claim of 'Lead in Green' 

and actively driving positive change in the mobility and logistics sector," says Marco 

van Kalleveen, CEO of DKV Mobility. The UNGC is a voluntary initiative for 

companies of all sectors and sizes that are committed to responsible business and 

overall social responsibility. Members of the initiative must report on this annually. As 

a member of UNGC, DKV Mobility joins more than 11,500 companies and 

organizations from 156 countries in this effort. 

 

Further information at www.dkv-mobility-group.com/de/lead-in-green/ 
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Press Contact: 
DKV EURO SERVICE GmbH + Co. KG 
Dirk Heinrichs 
Press Spokesman 
Balcke-Dürr-Allee 3 
40882 Ratingen 
Tel. +49 2102 5517-889 
dirk.heinrichs@dkv-mobility.com 
 

 

 

DKV Euro Service  
DKV Euro Service has been one of the leading mobility service providers for the 
logistics and transport industry for over 85 years. From cashless en route supply at 
over 180,000 cross-brand acceptance points (including 60,000 petrol stations and 
115,000 loading points), to toll collection and VAT refunds, DKV offers a 
comprehensive range of services for optimizing and managing vehicle fleets 
throughout Europe. DKV Euro Service is part of DKV Mobility with over 1,200 
employees. In 2019, the Group achieved a transaction volume of €9.9 billion and was 
active in 45 countries. Currently, more than 4.2 million DKV CARDs and on-board units 
are in use with over 230,000 contractual partners. In 2020, DKV CARD was named the 
best brand in the fuel and service card category for the 16th time in a row. 
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The mobility service provider DKV Mobility recently joined the United Nations 
Global Compact (UNGC). (Photo: DKV) 
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